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QUESTION 1

LDP messages are exchanged between LSRs running the LDP protocol. LDP messages can be divided into four types
according to their functions. Which of the following is not a message type of LDP? 

A. discovery message 

B. announcement message 

C. conversation message 

D. label exchange message 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

In the VLAN aggregation technology, multiple Sub-VLANs are used to isolate wide-open domains, and these Sub-
VLANs are aggregated. 

Synthesizing a logical Super-VLAN, a company divides different departments into different Sub-VLANs, because Sub-
VL AN not only includes physical connection, but also can establish three-layer VLAN ANIF interface, which can directly
carry out three-layer communication with external network. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

As shown in the figure, OSPF is enabled on all the routers. The IP address marked in the figure is the IP address of the
loopbackO interface of the device. The LoopbackO of R1 and R2 is advertised in area 1, the LoopbackO of R4 is
advertised in area 0, and the LoopbackO of R3 and R5E is advertised in area 0. In area 2, which of the following IP
addresses can ping each other? 
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A. 10.0.2.2and10.0.3.3 (Non-backbone area received3class received does not count) 

B. 10.0.3.3and10.0.5.5 (same area1kind) 

C. 10.0.4.4and10.022 (normal calculation3kind) 

D. 10.022and10.0.5.5 (Non-backbone area received3class received does not count) 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 4

In the process of viewing the debug output through the SSH terminal, a lot of information pops up. Which of the
following operations can make the Moni tor terminal no longer pop up debug messages? 

A. exit currentMonitorinterface redesignSSHLog in to the device to open a new oneMonitorinterface 

B. Open Notepad and enterundo debugging a 11,Copy the command line and paste it intoMonitorinterface 

C. Open Notepad$SLIAundo terminal monitor,Copy the command line and paste it intoMonitorinterface 

D. open notepad inputundo terminal debugging,Copy the command line and paste it intoMonitorinterface 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

 

QUESTION 5

When configuring the DHCP Relay function on the device, the VLAN ANIF interface of the relay connection client must
be bound with a DHCP server group, and the IP address of the proxy DHCP server must be configured in the bound
DHCP server group. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 
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